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The Thoughts and Reflections of Arshad Ayub (Cetusan Minda Arshad Ayub) contains various musings, anecdotes, stories and analyses from the speeches and seminar papers of one of Malaysia's former senior top civil servants on a range of vital government policy issues.

Tan Sri Datuk (Dr) Arshad Ayub devoted his adult working life to the service of the nation and now, for the first time, a number of his speeches originally only delivered to select audiences (over the past three years, 2006-2009) are made available for public readership by the International Institute of Public Policy and Management (INPUMA), University of Malaya. Readers will find that this collection is full of gems and constitutes a treasure trove of wisdom which both informs and inspires. For those who have neither had the honour to meet nor hear Tan Sri Arshad speak, this is a wonderful opportunity to get to know the thoughts of the legendary figure in Malaysian education and civil service as he deliberates on the issues that have so motivated him in a long and distinguished career.